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     DoubleGMystiks (Lyrics) 

 

Hook: 

Bretheren Miracle Double G Flow (whats a Good Word – echo) 

(4 times) 

 

Verse: 

(Our) mind is who we are learn listen as it flows 

Orthodox sanctified flesh still thinks it knows (so) 

We / teaching truth to what's acceptable Owlin soul 

Spirit / has integrity and God always knows 

 

Know the story Brethren peace is deeper than Atlantis 

Work together Owlin peace gratitude and gladness 

Un Dia A La Vez lighten up a sadness 

Magic telepathic miracle truth team badges 

 

First things as we peace the last to the first 

Nothing new we knew how it was no rehearse 

707 Gods talk(in) heal the hurt 

We're not undiscovered already here together every learns 

 

Brotha Rhymes labs closed (no) snakes in the garden 

Love for those with love for us word bond Guardian 

Latest charge into a song stay strong Artin' 

Doin' what we do motivate get startin' 
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Modern day Prophets unity complete 

Bus knew it would be ice capades over beats 

Thy will be done as it needs to be retreat 

Motivate into the day simple things we peace 

 

Doc said be careful in the hood through email 

Telepathic family always peace tunes we care (Bubble Bold Accent Cayowwh) 

Next song put the thoughts together know it we will 

Bubble bold remember slow n' easy keep it peaceful 

 

Hook: 

 

Bretheren Miracle Double G Flow (whats a Good Word – echo) 

(4 times) 

 

Verse: 

 

Orthodox religion welcome Everlasting Peace 

Not a question just experience to say the very least 

Join the oneness infinitely harvest story is a feast 

Everyone is special God's love (is) here forever teach 

 

Word says two or more gathered in the name 

What do you think we is togetherness the same 
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Spirit upon the flesh the goal inner peace here to gain 

Within the / light center focus keep it positive remain 

 

Pressure cook deliberate drama same truth 

Tour of duty repetition share post teach root 

Word / bond simple understanding keep it peaceful 

False equivalence see the love versus evil 

 

Causing others grief from a lack of understanding 

Dis for Dis sake hate agitation planning 

Unaware of what they found G.O. We demanding 

Miracle togetherness living spirit gladly 

 

 

Biblical revealing obvious at war with woke 

Wake is a word from up here we had said it long before 

Strong delusion sent 2nd Thessalonio 

Truth it's greatest adversary all within the flow 

 

Drama bringers noise mess chill keep it low 

Human problem entertained a demogogue awful 

Blessing or a curse is what it is truth core 

Thanks AlphaTeam for air support eternal story low 
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Hook: 

 

Bretheren Miracle Double G Flow (Whats a Good Word) 

(4 times) 

 

Outro: 

 

Peace. Giving thanks for "Don't miss the miracle". Respect to "Peaceful Transfer of 

Power" across the globe. We all know autocracy markets are bad for business and the 

national community. God is witnessing us witness each other. Sometimes it just needs 

to be Thy Will Be Done. Respect the peace. Iron sharpens iron. And peace to "Average 

Price Ministries". A lot of Boogs aren't known for posting trade signals. Universalize the 

individual and individualize the Universal. And peace to "5 Words of Understanding". 

Let's keep teaching the over intellectualizations on the planet. Peace. 

 


